METHOD.
Mouse mapping data in MGD includes curated reports, primary research data from scientific publications, electronically submitted data, and data downloads from major genome centers. Genetic and physical mapping information, including summary haplotypes, are provided with recombination statistics and associated references. Genetic linkage maps derived from MGD consensus map positions, chromosome committee reports and various mapping panels can be selectively and flexibly generated and graphically displayed. Maps can be customized to contain selected subsets of mouse genetic markers and to display known homologs of any of the mammalian species for which MGD contains comparative mapping information [4] .
MGD currently provides a scientifically curated data set of comparative mapping information for a select group of mammalian species, predominantly mouse, human, and rat. The availability of the whole genomic sequence for human and mouse (and soon, rat) has shifted the emphasis of data curation from literature-derived to curator-analyzed electronic-derived data. MGD has developed a set of criteria that support the assertions of homology to aid users in evaluating these annotations. In addition to providing homology data with supporting evidence and references, MGD provides graphical tools to view genome-wide comparative mapping data. Oxford grid displays graphically show chromosome-to-chromosome comparisons indicating the speciesspecific distribution of homologous genes. MGD also provides chromosomal comparative maps (for mouse vs. other mammals), as well as genome-wide comparative maps for mouse vs. human or rat.
CONCLUSION.
Users have the ability to search and retrieve specific data types, sort search results, and print reports. MGD data are updated daily. MGD continues to evolve, expanding its data coverage, providing new data manipulation and display tools as well as promoting data integration with other scientific resources to meet the growing needs of the scientific community.
